But when one thinks of the extravagant power of the sculp- Anlndm ture at Muthera, at Elura, Marmallapaturam and Elephanta, dancer of the paintings at Ajanta and the vitaKty of the later Rajput and Mughal paintings, it is to wonder at the decline of the arts in the East. Tagore himself wrote:
'What you have said in your letter about our modem artists I fully agree with. It has too often been evident in all departments of our life the fact that when we are pushed into a wider freedom from the narrow enclosure of our tradition that has become anachronistic we begin to build new walls and create another impasse before us. This happens almost in all countries but in India it has grown chronic owing to our utter lack of zest in life and inertia born of continual despondency.'
But would not an intelligent Japanese or Indian artist, coming to Europe, seeing the Parthenon, Chartres, Barn-berg and Versailles, say the same thing of contemporary sculpture in Europe? He might well do so; but would yet have to admit, though the great periods are in the past, a vigour, an inventiveness, a tireless search for new forms in the nineteenth and twentieth century work which show the arts to be still vitally alive in Europe.
There was a promising Indian student at the College,
Uday Shankar, His father was Diwan to the Maharaja of
Jhalawar whom I generally saw when he came to London.
One day the Diwan came to the College: he regretted his
son must give up his studies. I discovered his father had
tempting offers from someone who wanted an Indian dan
cer. I urged him to reconsider his decision; his son had real
talent as a painter—it would be a shame for the sake of
money to cut short his career. Later I heard that Uday had
joined Pavlova in America. I thought of him as a lost soul.
Then a year or two later he turned up with a company of
dancers and musicians. He was to give a few performances
in London; I went to one of them. I saw at once I had been
wrong; Uday Shankar's dancing, his poise and gestures, had
the grace and gravity I saw in the players and dancers in
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